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Abstract
Model cross-sections of the high latitude dawn-dusk electric field
based on OGO -6 data are presented for the "signature" profiles (Heppner,
1972c) most frequently encountered for both + and -Y orientati_ns of the
interplanetary magnetic field. Line integrals give a total potential of
• 1
	
76 kev in each case. The median magnetic disturbance for these models
is Kp 3. To illustra L_
 a%tremes, examples of model cross-sections with
total potentials of 23 kev and 140 kev are also given for periods of
Kp = 0 and AK x 1000a respectively. Model convection patterns tre als
presented utilizing OGO -6 data on boundary lc.-, cations at other magi:etic
local times. When this information is combined with chexacteristic field
geometries in the region of the tlarang discontinuity, and is supplemented
by data from Ba+
 cloud motions in the polar cap, it becorrca poosible to
construct realistic convection patterns on the nightside which deviate
from the usual sun-aligned patterns. These modifications are essential
because, in general, it is not possible to maintain sun-aligruaent and
obtain convective continuity with the geometries observed in the midnight
region.
The need for empirical models is evident when observations are
compared with typical theoretical models. In particular, observed field
distributions at and near the polar cap boundary do not resemble the
distributions frequently used in theory. The observational models
presented are also of limited applicability as a consequence of the
variability of observed distributions. These limitations are emphasized
with particular attention given to several types of recurrent deviations
which have not previously been discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
It is generally recognized that existing theoretical models of the
global electric field are not realistic because of their inability to
describe apace-time variations (e.g., see conference review by Olson,
1975). It is not as cor',nonly recognized that most models have gross
average characteristics which are not in agreement with observations.
Although there are exceptions (e.g., Maeda, 1976) the use of electric
field data in model making has seldom extended beyond selection of a
latitude for placing a boundary between anti-solar and solar directed
convective flows, and the choice of a magnitude for the potential drop
across the polar cap, anti-solar flow region (e.g., Wolf, 1974; Volland,
1975; Kawasaki, 1975). The over-simplification has been a necessary
first step but it can be misleading particularly when the consequences
of differences between model and observed fields are not evaluated in
interpreting results from analyses based on simple models. Because simple
models have been extensively used, examples are too numerous to cite here.
One can, however, note examples of major differences which will consistently
affect a user's results in that they are persistent differences and not
;just a function of the variability. Two such differences are illustrated
by Figure 1 which shows: (a) the most simple form of the dawn-dusk E
field from observations discussed later in this paper, and (b) a typical
form of theoretical model fields, adapted from Volland (1975) by adjusting
the magnitude scale. It is obvious that the boundary between poles cap,
anti-solar convection and auroral belt, solar directed convection is quite
different for the two dawn-dusk sections. It is similarly obvious in
looking at measurements, and Figure 1, that maximum field intensities in
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the belt of solar directed convection occur within the belt and not at
its polar cap boundary as depicted in most theoretical models. Other
types of examples appear relative to models which depict fast convection
adjacent to the plasmapause at all local times.
Construction of the observational models presented here was partially
motivated by an apparent need for illustration of differences such as
those noted above. More positive motivations came from: (a) the authorc
own need for representative convection pictures to illustrate the distribu-
tion of ion drag forces producing related patterns of high latitude
ionospheric winds, (b) the belief that these models will be useful to
others, and (c) interest in looking at the geometry required to obtain
continuity in connecting flow across the dawn-dusk meridian to the complex
flow patterns observed in the vicinity of the Harang discontinuity. The
emphasis here is on the distribution and geometry of the convection flow.
It is not, however, possible to derive an electric field model with general
validity. Based only on characteristic distributions of the dawn-dusk
polar cap field it was previously found (Iieppner, 1972c) that with 12
of
	 classifications of the distribution it was still necessary to
use combinations of signatures to categorize ..)ne-third of the OGO-6 polar
cap traverses. Occurrences of the different signatures are not, however,
equally likely and within the OGO -6
 data from June 1969 several character-
istic distributions are dominant. With the objective being the construction
of the simplest possible convection patterns, quantitatively based on the
OG0-6 measurements, the two most frequently observed northern hemisphere
(summer) distributions are presented in model form. Mese two (Signatures
A and B in IIeppner, 1972c) occur, respectively, when the interplanetary
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magnetic field (IMF) is in the - or +y hemisphere in solar-ecliptic
coordinates so dependence on the azimuthal direction of the interplanetary
magnetic field is taken into account. The data selection is also suc'1
that both models are representative of conditions which produce magnetic
disturbance levels of Kp 1 3. To dispel any pretense that these - Aels
have general applicability and to illustrate a greater range of conditions,
model cross-sections are also shown for two select time periods when the
fields were exceptionally weak and strong and were, respectively,
accompanied by magnetic conditions Kp = 0 and AE ' 1000.
OGo-6 provides c -rate measurements of the horizontal component of
the electric field normal to the sun-line along orbits which provide
essentially a dawn-dusk cross-section. With this information one can
construct sun-aligned convection patterns resembling the original
idealizations of Axford and ]lines (1()61) to obtain convective continuity
within the observed boundaries. The result, however, is not realistic
in representing observations near the flarang discontinuity in the nightside
auroral belt. Thur., one must modify the pattern based on dawn-dusk data
to fit typical conditions near the Harang discontinuity a ,^  determined by
the OGO-6 data tak . .n during satellite eclipse (J'1aynard., 1974), baa 1 1 un ion
cloud motions, and various analyses of aurora and magnetic observatory
data (Heppner, 1972a). This introduces a geometry for c^nvP t,ive flow in
the nightside auroral belt which does not permit a direct connection with
anti-solar polar cap flow unless one invokes a deviation from the anti-
solar direction in the nightside polar. cap. Fortunately, a suitable form
a
for this deviation is in agreement with tracks of Ba + clouds released from
rockets in the nightside polar cap.
1
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In the midday sector between 70 and 80° invariant latitude, it is
possible that characteristic flow geometries exist which are analogous
to those in the midnight auroral belt. 'There is not, however, adequate
data to supplement the dawn-dusk OGO -6 data to justify alterations in
the large scale sun-aligned features of the flow pattern. Fields in this
region are typically highly irregular with numerous large amplitude, small
scale fluctuations and field reversals superimposed on the general pattern
(Heppner, 1972b; 1973). Thus, the neglect of small scale features in
modeling is likely to be of greater consequence in the midday sector than
elsewhere.
ow-6 DATA AND PREVIOU: MODELS
To avoid repetition the reader is referred to Heppner (1972b) for
descriptions and discussions of the instrumentation, the quantities
measured, accuracies and limitations, the distribution of data in magnetic
coordinates as determined by the orbit and season, some of the differences
between northern (summer) and southern (winter) hemisphere fields, and a
preliminary look at boundary locations taken prior to the signature
classificatijn of dawn-dusk cross-sections which is presented in Iieppner
(1972c). A detailed account of boundary locations and peak magnitudes
as related to INIF parameters and additional information on summer-winter
differences appears in IIeppner (1973). i'easursments at auroral latitudes
near midnight have been presented by Maynard 1974) where 10 0G0-6 passes
through this region are shown. Exarrrples of measured fields along dawn-
dusk, polar traverses of OG0 -6 are available in a number of papers and
thus are omitted here e.g., see. 16 polar passes in Heppner, 1972b;
4 in Iieppner, 1972c; 7 in Hepprier, 1973; 6 in IIeppner, 1972d; 19 in Langel,
1
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1975; and mosaics of 21 passes in Gurnett, 1972, and Cauffman and
Gurnett, 1072).
Global modeling of the OGO-6 data exists in two imcompatib'.s forms:
the boundary location modeling by Heppner (1973), which neglects distri-
butions in intensity, and the distribution models of Bohse and Aggson
(1973) based on contour fitting to grids of average values without
reference to boundary locations. Although complemjntary, these two
approaches are imcompatible and understanding why they are imcompatible
gives some insight into the reasons for the restrictive approach to
modeling taken in this paper. The undesirable effect of using average
grid values from rnany orbits is that the distribution is broadened in
scale and reduced in amplitude relative to the actual distribution along
most of the Lidividual orbits. Specifically: (a) the low latitude
boundary of the sunward convection zone is shifted equatorward to the
lowest latitude encountered in an individual case, (b) the boundary
transition from anti-solar to solar directed convection becomes a region
of weak gradients as a result of algebraic c%nceling of oppositely
directed dawn-dusk E fields from shifts in the boundary from orbit to
orbit, and (c) peak magnitudes for the averaged field are less than those
observed in most individual cases, again as a consequence of shifts in
distribution between orbits.
CRITERIA AND ASSUMPTIONS IN DAWN-DUSK MODELING
Along each dawn-dusk polar traverse, peak magnitudes, locations of
peak magnitudes, and boundary locations can be scaled independent of
field intensity distributions. A basic premise in the present modeling
is not only that these quantitative parameters be accurately represented
''0 A
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but also that they are to be regarded as being mutually dependent
parameters. For example, locations of the polar cap boundary from a
particular traverse are not used unless the peak magnitude and low
latitude boundaries are also used for the same traverse. This restricts
the data to traverses in which there are not data gaps and thus greatly
reduces the information available on any one parameter. It is, however,
essential for accurately representing the mutual relationships between
the various boundaries and locations of maximum field intensities.
The least quantitative, and most questionable, aspect of Cie dawn-
dusk modeling from OGO-6 is the selection of a model form fo-.c the gradients
of the electric field between boundaries and the points of maximum field
intensity within the morning and evening auroral belts. The face that
there is not a prevailing form is obvious from even a casual examination
of the data. From orbit to orbit, for example, the distribution in
crossing the auroral belt can range from having a broad smooth maximum
to cases where there are pronounced irregularities such that the peak
intensity is appreciably greater than average intensities near the peak
value. In view of this diversity and from inspection of many orbits in
addition to those used for model construction, it was decided that the
most simple compromise representation would be one in which the gradients
in E are constants over each region separating; a peak from a boundary
(i.e.. a straight line increase or decrease in E with distance). After
making this decision numerous passes were re-examined to see if, and
where, this compromise might be misleading. This produced the opinion
that the Straight line compromise is reasonable in all the regions but
is most questionable in the morning auroral zone between the field maximum
	 I ,,
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and the low latitude boundary. In this zone there is a dominance of cases
where IE) -decreases away from the meximur, toward lower latitudes at a
rate greater than given by a straight line representation.
The ass vnption is made that all non-zero equip,A ential contours are
crossed twice in a satellite dawn-dusk traverse (i.e., that there are
not flow paths which close entirely on just the dey or just the night
side of a given traverse). This introduces an unavoidable uncertainty	 I
but there are not alternatives that can be based on data. Errors from
this assumption are kept to a minimum by restricting the data used for
dawn-dusk profiles to passes which enter and leave the high latitude
convection between 17 and 19 hours magnetic local time (M LT) and 5 and 7
hours rMT, respectively. The error, when present, will give a total
potential difference teat is less than the actual.
To obtain the most representative data set for a given signature,
it is also necessary to eliminate satellite traverses where there is e
localized feature that would cause the overall distribution for that
traverse to be misrepresented. For example, if a peak. intensity comes
from a transient that is distinct from the region where the field has a
broad maximum, or if a polar cap boundary crossing is highly irregular
with a series of sign reversals, the data scaled would not accurately
reflect the distribution. 'Mus, a subjective elimination of data has
been applied to reduce the number of cross-sections to the most meaningful
•	 set fir modeling.
Southern hemisphere data is not used for modeling the daom-dusk
distribution, in part because fewer )rbits meet the ;'L'I' criteria, but also
because field irregularities in many cases make signature classifications
^.	 -- _aJ
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more questionable as explained in Heppner (1972c). The southern hemisphere
dayside boundary data are, however, used in later constructions of
convection patterns.
DAWN-DU.,r DISTRIBUTION: MODEIS A AND B
Using the above criteria, the number of northern hemisphere traverses
for mideling was reduced to 11 and 9, respectively, for Models A and B.
Tn rough percentages this is only 12 percent of the northern hemisphere
traverses but the 20 traverses become representative of 40 to 50 percent
of the data when viewed in terms of the number )f cross-sections meeting
the MLT %nd completeness if data criteria. It is important to note that
magnetic disturbance conditions were not used as a criteria. When examined
after selection it was found that for the 11 signature A cases Kp ranged
from 2- to 5 with a median between Kp = 3 and 3 + . For the signature B
cases Kp ranged from 2 +
 to 4 + with a median at Kp = 3. Thus the equivalence
of magnetic disturbance levels is a fortunate coincidence.
The 4 boundary locati>ns, 3 peak magnitudes, and 3 locations of the
peak magnitudes were scaled for each of the polar crossings and then
averaged. Lean values and standard deviations, a, are listed in Table 1.
An exception is the location of the peak magnitude in the polar cap for
signature A as this is relatively random for the flat distribution and is
thus meaningless when averaged. The average peak magnitude in the signature
A polar cap is also not very meaningful as it is influenced by small
irregularities. Its value and standard deviation are listed, with asterisks,
primnarily to illustrate the limited range of variability.
The steps taken in converting the mean values of Table 1 to Models
A and B shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively, are most readily apparent
0.
in the case of B. The first step is to see ' pow well the sum of the line
integrals for the evening and morning auroral belts matches the line
integral across the polar cap using the actual mean valu -s and the
straight line, constant gradient, approximation discussed previausly.
.
This step is simplified by assuming a constant Catellite altitude of 500 km
in place )f the actual 400-600 km range over the latitudes )f interest.
The error introduced by the altitude assumpti n is less than ; percent and
is probably lees than the error that n.1ght be expected from the straight
line approximation. A, shown in Table 1 the Mun of the evening !subscript 18)
and morning, (subscript 6) line integrals, 76800 volts, is within 9 percent
of the polar ce.p integral, 83810 volts. The fact that the agreement is this
close adds credence to this approach to modeling. For model simplicity the
next step is to make the summation of line integrals equal to zero and also
round off the magnitudes of the potential charges t^) convenient values. Tti,r,
involves cnin.-)r adjustments of peak magnitudes, primarily in the polar cap,
as given in Table 1. The cress-section (listributi:jn for E and the potential
are shown in Figure 3.
In the case of Model A the magnitude of the polar cap field has to be
calculated to make the polar cap line integral equal to the sum )f the
evening and morning auroral belt integrals. As shown in Pable 1 this is
done after rounding off the sum 40780 1, 36490 = '772'70 to the more convenient
value, 76000, by making adjustments of s 1.0 volts/kr: in the auroral belt
peak magnitudes. The resulting close-section distribut1 ns for E and the
potential are shown in Figure 2.
'Phere is n)t an obvious explanat t)n for the remarkable equality,
< 500 volts difference, between the Model A and Model B sums, 77270 and
,,;,will
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76800, for the m.irninC and evening, auroral belt line integrals. The fact
that the data :election criteria have very li}t,- e influence .:;n this agree-
ment is borne out by the magnitudes of the sii.idard deviations given in
Table 1. 'Thus the closeness of the agreement is retarded as being
fortuitous. It is, h-)wever, probably significant that the values are
similar when one notes the similarity in the median values of Kp accompany-
ing the two models. Essentially it implies that for a given total pAential
the two distributi_ ,)ns pr luce riughly equal magnetic disturbances.
DAWN-DUSK DICTRIBU71011:: QUIET AND UT::'I'UR$?::- E: M4NLEC
During ?ne of the i'ew hp = '? tir:e periods encountered by (X,'O-+.: in June
196(), there were two succc-;Ave northern heirdephere traverses with very
similar field distributions of the type classified as signature C (1lepprier,
1972c). 'Pie total potential asso;ciuted with these traverses is either the
minimum or very close to the minimum seen by OGO-6 f x cr)ssings meetinjT
the 14I,T criteria. 'Ib show this minimum field condition, in the same form
a-, user] for A and B, the two traverses have been averaged by the same
technique. The result is shown in Figure 4 as 14)del C(0). 11-ie rounding-
off between mean and model magnitudes is ,-)nly by 0.1 v_)lts/km in t',e two
sunward convection regi^)ns. The polar cap line integral is rnatci:ed by
adjusting the polar cap magnitude from a mean peak value )f 23.3 to a
model value of 21.4 volts/km and assigning a magnitude -)f 2.0 volts/km t,
the almost negligible field in the evening p .,)lur cap which characterises
signature C (11eppner, 1972c).
Selection	 magnetically disturLad c:)nditivns for m)deling in terms
of signatures presents greater difficulties. 1 .'ixing data taken under hit.-,h
Kp conditions from different days does n-_ ,t yield a unif_-rm set in terms -,f
signatures. In part this reflects the lack of time resolution in a 3-hour
index, but it is also expected from the previous finding (Iieppner, 1973)
that a quantitative Kp dependence on E could n,)t be accurately defined
because of numerous exceptions. 'I1ur, the upproach was taken of looking for
a series of successive passes with large magnitude fields with similar
signature characteristics. Six successive passes on Tune 12, 196() come close
to meeting this criteria with characteristins ranging between signatures A
and P both of which occur in ass,)ciation with a +Y IMF !Iieppner, 1972x).
1;p values of 3 4 , 5, and 4 - for this 9 hour peri)d do not appear to reflect
the degree _)f disturbance as well as the AE(11) index. The AE index reached
1000 twice during the interval and in terms of AE this is the most disturbed
interval encountered by !AGO-6 even through tip's of 5 and 6 - appeared two
days later. 11 „us this interval bridging the AE = 1000 condition was picked
for repr•ssentation.
Several compr-Tmises in the criteria used fnr Model., A and B are necessary
in usjng these 6 traverses, but large errors appear unlikely. For example,
although ranging from signatures A. to D the locations of peak fields in the
polar cap are relatively random with 3 occurring on both the morn_ng and
the evening sides ^f the pole. Also, the D type as;nrr,:etry is not pronounced.
0th°r compromises were: (a) a.ur:;ral belt peak magnitudes from one traverse
were not used because one of the two for that traverse _)ccurred whe_. -,here
wQs missing data, (b) data was missing at two 18 h polar cap bowidary
crossings, and (c) data was missing at three A(18) boundaries. In the case
3f the 3 missing 11(18) boundaries, locations were taken from the preceding
conjugate southern hemisphere crossing of the same boundary on grounds that
the locations were within the same hoar in MLT. Unlike the 11(18) boundary
I-!?RODUCIBILTTY OF T11r
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where conjugacy is a reasonable assumption, data substitution for the two
missing polar cap boundaries would be misleading.
The result for the disturbed condition is shown in Figure 5 as Wdel	 I
AD. The rounding-off between mean and model values is such that the auroral
belt line integrals change from 73470 to 73000 and 67070 to 67000 volts.
A,matching polar cap line integral of 140,000 volts is obtained by using
3$.6 volts/km in place of the mean pea,, . value of 45.2 volts/km. The mean
peak polar cap field, of course, has limited meaning as explained relative
to Model A.
Several points are obvious in comparing Models A and AD, Figures 2 and
5: (a) there is relatively little change in the locations of polar cap
boundaries in the dawn-dusk meridian, (b) magnitudes are significantly
greater for the disturbance model, and (c) the low latitude boundary of
the convection has a pronounced shift to lower latitudes in the disturbance
model. These features are identical to correlations, and pack of correla-
tion in the case of polar cap boundaries, found relative to the magnitude
and southward declination of the IMF in Heppner (1 1973). As the IMF was
moderately strong and southward throughout most of this time period, the
corresponding; result could have been anticipated. The previous a..alysis
did not, however, treat the location of peak magnitudes in the sunward
convection, or auroral belt, regions. 'Llie present result indicates a
complete lack of shifting in the morn;ng peak but a moderate shift in the
evening peal..
SUN- ALTGNED MODEL. "ONVVCTION PA'r ERNS
In Figures 6(a) aid 7(a) equilotential lines crossing the dawn-dusk
meridians in Models A and B, respectively, are distributed as symmetrically
..
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as possible within the boundaries of the convection electric field using
the assumption that the polar cap convection Is exactly anti-solar. For
the placement of low latitude ;zero p_tential) and polar cap 'dashed line)
boundaries at tCT' s not encountered in polar passes between 17-19 hours and
5-7 hours MIT it i. necessary to blend "typical" locations to the statis-
tally defined L-)catioris between t7 and 19 hours and 5 and 7 hours because
the signature classification loses meaning when the orbit does not cross-
section the central polar region appr,ximately normal to the sunline.
These "typical" locations c=e from vari ,-)us approaches to the data; for
example: (a) at midnight where northern hemisphere passes occur at A 2 70°
in June 1969 the low latitude (zer, p)tential) b_undary is estimated for
KP 3 from Maynard's (1974) study, (b) at noon where northern hemisphere
passes occur at ,^ z 800 and southern herisphere passes occur at A 2 700 the
zero potential boundary is placed at TO° on grounds explained later, (c)
also near noon, the polar cap boundary is placed slightly below 800 because
the northern hemisphere passes consistently encounter polar cap fields
above 80°, and a tabulation of southern hemisphere passes for Kp - 2 to 4
yielded an average of 79.40 , and (d) at MLT's between the four areas,
17-19 hours, 5-'7 hours, midnight, and noon, median lines drawn on scatter
plots of boundary loc­^ions are considered to be a good approximation to
averages. The variability of boundaries with MT,T is discussed further below
relative to quiet and disturbed conditions.
Sun-aligned patterns for the quiet Model C(0) and disturbed Model AD
cross-sections are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. with equipotential
contours of 2000 and 8000 volts in place of the 4000 volt contours used •.:)r
I
Models A and B. Polar cap boundaries are purposely not indicated in FiCrLires
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8 and 9 because the data do not ,justify placing the AD boundary different
than fog A or the C(0) boundary different than that for B. In view of often
expresse ,' opinions that the polar cap expands and contracts with increasing
and decreasing disturbance levels this may be surprising and thus require
further documentation and explanation. For this purpose it is convenient
to view the polar cap boundary behavior in the 17-19 and 5-7 hour zones
separate from the behavior near midnight and noon. Comparing the A with
the AD cross-section (Figures 2 and 5) and the B with the C(0) cross-section
(Figures 3 and 4) the differences in polar cap boundary latitudes range from
0° to 1.20 which is well within the Q values given in Table 1. These small
differences are consistent with the more general finding that the sumr.er
hemisphere polar cap boundary position at these local times is statistically
independent of the TMF southward declination and magnitude except for a weak
correlation with previous values of the southward declination (for details,
see lieppner, 1973). The equivalence of Model B and Model C(0) polar cap
boundaries in the 17-19 and 5-7 hour zones must, hDwever, be viewed with
caution because the related +Y IMF siZnatuie denoted by RC (lieppner, 1972c)
1
introduces complications in interpretation as noted later.
'Me fact that grounds have not been found for significantly changing
the noon and midnight polar cap boundaries as a function of disturbance
level !ray be a consequence of the greater variability of the boundary at
these local times. Partici-?arly in the midnight sector it is known that
auroral activity frequently ::xpands poleward as well as equatorward during
substorm enhancements. This dynamical behavior could easily produce a
scatter -Df polar cap boundary locations that obscures average differences
that might be found with continuous observations over long periods of time.
v
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From OGO-6 orbits normal to the sunline near 71° near midnight (N. hemisphere)
and near 790 near noon (S. hemisphere) one can only say that it appears
almost equally likely that polar cap fields will be encountered, at least
during a portion of the pass, whether the disturbance level is high or low.
The path lengths and magnitudes where the polar cap fields appear are,
however, likely to be greater when the disturbance level is high. In
essence, this implies eddy structures with larger dimensions and field
,t.gnitudes under disturbed conditions. These cannot be represented in the
smoothed models shown here.
In contrast to the polar cap boundary, it is known (Heppner, 1973) that
the low latitude boundary at MLT's 17-19 and 5-7 hours is highly correlated
with the magnitude and southward declination of the IMF and with magnetic
disturbance conditions. Near midnight it is also known (Maynard, 1974) that
the magnetic disturbance increases as this boundary shifts equatorward.
It is not, however, obvious that the low latitude boundary location at noon
is greatly different for high and low values of Kp. In fact, two character-
istics of the southern hemisphere dayside data suggest that the location is 	
t
confined to a small latitudinal range, 68 to '710 , at 12 hours MJ'T. One is	 i
that plots of the dayside low latitude boundary encounters for all levels
of disturbance and IMF orientations show a convergence toward 70° and 12
hours MLT from a broader latitudinal scatter at earlier and later MLT's
(i.e., the scatter of points in latitude decreases progressively toward
12 hours from both 6 and 18 hours). The other characteristic is that near
12 hours the observed fields are consistently weak below 722° (e.g., 5 - 10
volts/km as opposed to a 20 volts/km). If the boundary was at a latitude
much lower than 700 one would expect to occasionally find stronger fields
I
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in this region. In view of these characteristics the boundary in Models
A, B, and C(0) is shown at 70° at 12 hours MLT. In Model AD some allowance
for a decreasing latitude with increasing disturbance is made by placing
the 12 hour point at 680 but it appears equally probable that 700 could
apply in this case as well.
Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show the effect of adding corotational potentials,
- 91.2 sin? A kilovolts, to the convection fields of Figures 6(a) and 7(a)
using the approximation that the rotational axis, A = 0°, and invariant
latitude pole coincide. The alternative to this approximation, making the
mudels applicable to a specific universal time, was also attempted using
the mean UT for the orbits entering into the A and B model cross-sections,
i
1
	
but the increase in accuracy that this would imply between 17-19 hours and
5-7 hours MLT would obviously not apply at other MI,T's where the data come
from different UT intervals. Multiple satellites would be required to
reveal U'P modulations.
MOI)IF i ED MODEL CONVECTION PATTERNS
The sun-aligned patterns in Figures 6(a) and 7(a), and similarly 6(b),
7(b), 8, and 9, are not in agreement with other observations on the night-
!
side in three independent rospects. First, as deduced from various
observations (reviewed by Heppner, 1972a) and shown by OGO-6 (Maynard, 1974)
the flow pattern in the midnight auroral belt does not closely resemble the
simple sun-aligned split shown between evening and morning auroral belt
regions. Instead, the reversal from westward flow (poleward E) in the
evening to eastward flow (equatorward E) in the morning is seen with increasing
latitude as well as increasing local time near midnight. The instantaneous
configuration of this reversal, ceded the Harang discontinuity, varies
1 ..
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greatly with time but one can approximately represent its basic shape and
location; for example, as indicated with dashed lines in Figures 6(c) and
7(c).
The second disagreement ic, that average magnitudes of the component
of E normal to the sunline, as measured by 0(;0 -6, are weaker in the region
A - 700 - 800 in the midnight sector than in the polar cap zone between
A = 800 on th:. nightside and A = 800 on the dayside. This is most clearly
shown in the analysis by Bohse and Aggson (1973). Me third disagreement
is with drift paths followed by Ba + clouds released in the early morning
polar cap. The observed deviations from sun-aligned drift are suim;larized
in Table 2. Although this is a very limited data set, relative to other
data quoted here, the observed angles are in agreement with the form of
deviation required to remove the objectionable aspects of sun-alignment.
i
The fact that all three of the above flaws in the sun-aligned models
can be compatibly removed by means of the simple modifications shown in
Figures 6(c) and 7(c) provides confidence that the modified models are
more representative of typical conditions than the sun-aligned models. It
is logical to ask if similar modifications axe needed on the dayside but
the data currently available do not justify significantly changing the
modeling practice of drawing sun-aligned streamlines which has been commonly
followed since Axford and Fines (1961).
Another logical question appears in looking at the displacement of the
evening-morning dividing line in the midnight sector that occurs between
Models A and B. Figures 6(a) and 7(a) suggest that the Harang discontinuity,
and thus the auroral break-up region, might occur more toward the post-
midnight hours in the case of B, and other +Y I2v' signatures. than in the
i.
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case of A, and other -Y IMF signatures. This possibility was investigated
at the time of a previous analysis (Heppner, 1972c) through an extensive
examination of the June 1969 auroral belt magnetograms relative to both
the polar cap signatures and the azimuthal sector of the IMF. Although
shifts were anticipated, systematic differences within the range of short
period time variations were not found. Thus, the results were negative
and/or inconclusive and were not reported. The consequence for the present
modeling is that greater deviations from sun-alignment in the polar cap are
required for Model D than for Model A to obtain continuity with the Harang
discontinuity region, but no attempt is made to make the Harang discontinuity
completely identical in the two models.
Figures 6(d) and 7(d) illustrate the addition of co-rotational potentials
to the modified models in Figures 6(c) and 7(c), respectively. The dayside is
unmodified from Figures 6(b) and 7(b) but the nightsids modifications have a
pronounced effect in the midnight sector.
DEVIATIONS FROM MODE1, PATTERNS
As explained and estimated in previous sections, Models A and n apply to
less than 50 percent of the northern hemisphere data even though they repre-
sent the two most common cross-section signatures. This and other expressed
qualifications may appear to contradict an earlier statement (Heppner, 1972b)
"----that the general pattern of high latitude electric fields in magnetic time-
invariant latitude coordinates is not highly variable---." However, the
previous statement was made in the context of the existence of a basic two
cell convection under both quiet and disturbed conditions and independent
of the phase and intensity of individual substorm enhancements. More
objectively, the data rule out one cell patterns but do not rule out the
. W
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possibility that three or mort cells occasionally exist. This is
exemplified by cases of signature RC (Heppner, 1972c) in which 3 regions
of solar directed convection and 2 regions of anti-Kolar convection are
encountered in crossings between 18h and A The more likely alternative
to a multi-cell model construction is to assume that such cross-section
peculiarities can best be explained in terms of distortions of the basic
two cell configurati%n. 'Phis is qualitatively illustrated for the RC
signature in Figure 10. An alternative construction for the RC signature,
which is regarded h!re as being equally likely, is given in Langel's (1975)
	 j
Figure 10. Pattern distortions such as these illustrate why local observa-
tions from rockets, balloons, Bd" clouds, etc. cannot be used to infer
that the overall polar cap convection has switche( i from being anti-solar
to being; solar directed.
Other deviations previously noted include: the existence of 8 identi-
fiable signatures in addition to the 4 (A, B, C, RC) illustrated here and
the fact that one needs to use combinations of these 12 to classify some
cross-sections, a variety of small scale local and regional irregularities
which cannot be modeled, and particularly, the prevailing existence of
highly irregular fields between 70 and 80 0 on the dayside in the winter
(southern) hemisphere. As the extent of the winter dayside irregularities
has not been adequately illustrated in previous publications. Figure 11 is
shown here. in this particular case the turbulent appearance is so wide
spread that there is no indicatijn of a convection pattern. It is als,)
apparent that local observations would appear unrelated to model patterns.
to
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In contrasting southern (winter) and northern (sunrier) hemisphere
data for passes in the same MLT zone the greater prevalence of irregularities
in the winter hemisphere has previously been described. For completeness
it should also be noted that whereas sharp, shear-like, field reversals at
the polar cap boundary are very rare in the northern (summer) data, there
are a number of cases in the southern (winter) hemisphere where this type
of boundary occurs on the morning side when the IMF has a +Y component and
on the evening side when Y is negative. In these selected cases the field
distribution equatorward from the sharp boundary fits the ";heory" profile
in Figure 1 better than the "_bserved" profile.
A small magnitude deviation fr<)m model profiles, which has not previously
been described and does not fit the usual meaning of irregularity, is clearly
apparent at the equatorward edge of the morning sunward convection belt on
about 10 percent of the OGO-6 passes. The actual frequency of occurrence could
be greater than 10 percent because additional questionable cases are influenced
by the 5 mv/m uncertainty in the v s x B subtraction for the satellite vel)city,
vs . This deviation is in the form of a z,)ne of poleward F, anti-solar con-
vection (i.e., instead of going to zero at its low latitude limit the normal
equatorward E in the morning belt reverses sign and then returns to zero at a
lower latitude). The width of this zone is often several degrees in latitude
and although magnitudes of about 10 mv/m are most common they sometiine,s
approach 20 mv/m. In the northern hemisphere, where identification is distinct
from irregularities, occurrence rates are higher before 5 hours 14LT than
after ar.d there is a str-)ng tendency for occurrences to be grouped in terms
of successive passes. Als in the northern hemisphere, nearly all clear
examples jccur when the IMF' has a -Y comp vent. A comparable deviation
v
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is not observed at the equator-a 	 boundary of the evening sunward
convection in either hemisphere	 witY either sign of the IMF. The
geometry for drawing convective continuity to illustrate this deviation
is not obvious but it is apparent that it will counteract co-rotation
at the equatorward edge of the morning convection when it is present.
The OW-6 data also show a number of cases where the dawn-dusk
component of E reverses over a limitQd latitude range well within the
morning and evening belts of sunward convection. Occurrences in the
morning belt are more prevalent than in the evening. Most commonly these
reversals are not sharp, shear like, featureL and from examination of
simultaneous particle data (courtesy of D. Evens) they do not appear to
be closely related to cases where there is an anti-correlation between an
intense particle flux and the magnitude of E. The dimensions, up to
several degrees in width, similarly do not suggest a close relationship
wJth auroral forms.
SUMMARY DISCUSSION
The objectives here have been: (1) to provide models of the most
simple and frequently occurring field distributions encountered by OGO-6,
(2) to make these models is quantitatively accurate and defensible as
possible, where pe^ssible, such as in cross-section form between 18 and
i hours MLT, (3) to construct patterns with convertive continuity which
are representative of observed fields in the nights1to auroral belt as well
as being quantitatively accurate in dawri-dusk cross-section, (4) to not
invoke pattern characteristics deviating from the simplest symmetry in
regions where observations do not ,justify treating a given distortion
as being typical (e.g., in the dayside auroral belt), and (5) to
i
,.
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emphasize the limitations of the models and describe the most frequently
	 j
observed deviatiuns from the model constructions.
The procedure followed has been one of strictly representing the
available data and thus it is independent of assumptions as to the cause
of the electric field. Most previous models have, directly or indirectly,
implied cause: for example, by placing line charges along the polar cap
boundary and/or magnetopause boundary with the assumption that these
boundaries map into each other. Inasmuch as there are gross differences
between boundary characteristics and field distributions in the theoretical
and observatiunal models, it is logical to ask if the basic assumptions in
such theoretical models are viable. Alternatively, one can ask if the
causative mechani:	 invoked can be m),iified and applied to fit )bserv8t.'ons.
Hopefully, the nodels presented here will stimulate a more realistic
application of theory.
The present study reinforces results previously published which sh wed
that the polar cap boundary locations are statistically not closely related
to Kp but that Kp is statistically related to the low latitude extension
of the auroral belt convection in the dawn-dusk meridian and on the night-
side. As previously stated (Ifeppner, 1973) zach two degrees of equat'):ward
displacernent is statistically accompanied by an integer increase in Kp but
individual cases can differ greatly from averages. Relationships between
Kp and the integrated electric field (i.e., total potential) are even more
poorly defined. This dependence we.s previously (Fieppner, 1973) rDughly
estimated to be such that an integer increase in Kp would accompany a 13 kev
increase in the total potential with Kp = 0 accompanying a 20 kev total
potential. As discussed, the AE index would probably be a more suitable
- 23 -
parameter for correlations but this has not been adequately tested. The
present study suggests that 13 kev per integer change in Kp underestimates
the total potential and that 20 kev per integer change in Kp is likely to
be closer to reality. It does not appear necessary to change the minimum
(or base level) total potential of 20 kev at Kp = 0, but the Kp = 0
condition may often accump , iny total p..?tentials > 20 kev.
Relative to the ab ,)ve, negative results have been obtained in attempts
to correlate changes in the low latitude boundary location near noun with
magnetic disturbance conditions. The data indicate that the boundary at
12 hours MILT is cl-.use to 70 0
 INI, at all disturbance levels enc )untered.
This introduces a
	 IIcation in extrapolating the 1=wt latitude boundav
in the A and b models to conditions ether than ^'p = 3 on the basis of the
statistical 2 degree change per integer Kp. In essence one needs to
introduce a daycide 1•jcal time dependence which ranges fr,j,n 2 degrees change
per integer Kp at 4, hours and 18 flours to zero change at 12 hours MLT.
t'he geometrical configuration :,f convective flow in the region of the
Harang discontinuity is ouch that continuity of fl ,-)w between the nightside
auroral belt and dawn-dusk cross-sections can typically be obtained )nly
by introducit:,. fl r>w configurations in the nightside polar cap which
deviate from being directly anti-solar. Roughly characterised, the required
deviation is such that nightside flow otreamlines tend tj parallel the
10 hour to 22 hour VLT meridian rather than the 12 hour to 24 hour mua
meridian. This generalization is also supported by observations of Ba+
clouds released in the early morning polar cap.
'11e m)st deficient aspect of the present modeling could be that it
applies directly only to the summer northern hemisphere. As this aspect
I
Wa
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has not been discussed as extensively as the various observed deviations
from the model patterns, additional comment is appropriate. In tem-s of
existing data and analyses of polar cap asymmetries related to the sign
of the Y-component of the LMF (}ieppner: 1972c, 1973) it is logical to
•	 assume that Wdel B applies in the southern hemisphere when Model A applies
in the northern hemisphere, and vice versa. This co-existence if contrasting
asymmetries (e.g., sigriatures A, U, or F in the northern hemisphere with
B, C, SC, or RC in the southern hemisphere, and vice-versa, 3ieppner, 1972c)
will intrl-)duce uncertainties when one attempts to construct magnetospheric
m:,dels by extrapolation. I- r example, even thuugh the total potential is
76 kev in both, A and B. cases there are 2 kev differences in the potential
changes across the evening and morning; aur-ral belts, respectively, in the
two hemispheres. Similes ly, there are differences -)f a fraction of a
degree in the low latitude convection boundary where conjugacy is expected.
There small differences could be either real or merely a consequence of the
data selection and statistics; this is indetermdnant. The principal
uncertainty appears when .)ne attempts to recr)ncile having, the two patterns
(A as shown in Figures 6a )r Oc and B as shown in Figures '(a ,r 7c) co-e-ast
in )pp)site hemispheres.	 '}is problem is left pen in the presert analysis
because finding; a soluti,n involves a series )f assumpti)ns Keyed to
magnetic field distorti)ns in uter magnetuspheric regi.)ns. A is outside
the sc:)pe of this paper t go beyond stating  that c ,mplex maf;net )spheric
field cdistorti-)ns are required.
j y^
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PFIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Illustrative comparison of an empirically modeled (observed)
and a theoretical cross-section of the electric field in the
dawn-dusk meridian. +E is directed from dawn toward dusk normal
to the sun-line.
Fi,;:zre 2: Dawn-dusk model cross-section in the northern hemisphere for
cases when the polar cap field has signature A and the IMF is
in the -Y hemisphere.
Figure 3: Dawn-dusk model cross-section in the northern hemisphere for
cases when the polar cap has signature B and the IMF is in the
+Y hemisphere.
Figure 4: Dawn-dusk model cross-section from successive northern hemisphere
traverses showing signature C during a quiet, Kp = 0. period when
the IMF was in the +Y hemisphere.
Figure 5: Dawn-dusk model cross-section from successive northern hemisphere
traverses during a disturbed, AE = 1000, period when the IMF was
in the -t hemisphere.
Figure 6: Convection patterns based on Model A (4 kev contour intervals):
(a) Sun-aligned pattern. The dashed line shows the location
of the polar cap boundary.
(b) Sun-aligned pattern with co-rotation added.
(c) "A" pattern modified to fit nightside observations. The
Harang discontinuity is indicated with a dashed line.
(d) "A" pattern modified to fit nightside observations with
co-rotation added.
1
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Figure 7: Convection patterns based on Model B (4 kev contour intervals)
(a) Sun-aligned pattern. The dashed line shows the location
of the polar cap boundary.
(b) Sun-aligned pattern with co-rotation added.
(c) "B" pattern modified to fit nightside observations. The
Harang discontinuity is indicated with a dashed line.
(d) "B" pattern modified to fit nightside observations with
co-rotation added.
Figure 8: A sun-aligned representation of Model C(0) with 2 kev contour
intervals.
Figure 9: A sun-aligned representation of Model AD with 8 kev contour
intervals.
Figure 10: A mode of distorting a 2 cell pattern to produce signature RC.
Figure 11: An example of highly irregular electric fields in the dayside
winter hemisphere.
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Table 2: Polar Cap Ion Cloud Drift Directions
i
Release Point Average angle*
between the ion
cloud path and
Invariant Magnetic the anti-solar
Latitude Local direction
Date Cloud (degrees) Time (degrees)
Evening
3-20-71 1 80.5 19:04 - 19.0
(Kp=4-) 2 80.7 18:53 - 20.6
3 80.9 18:45 - 20.4
4 81.1 18:35 - 18.9
3-8-69** 1 75.9 16:42 7.7
(Kp= 3) 2 76.5 16:44 4.9
3 77.1 16:45 8.4
4 77.8 16:47 15.1
Morning
I
3-15 -71 1 80.6 3:15 .30.1(Kp=4 ) 2 80.9 3:05 - 26.9
3 81.1 2:57 - 15.5
4 81.4 2:47 - 14.7
3-19-71 1 80.4 2:44 - 24.7(Kp= 1) 2 80.6 2:37 - 32.2
3 80.8 2:30 - 28.4
4 80.9 2:21 - 19.4
}-7_69** 1 -5.7 2:38 - 21.0(Kp=3 ) 2 76.2 2:38 - 39.9
3 76.7 2.38 - 42.44 77.2 2:38 - 35.2
* negative values are clockwise from the anti-solar
direction when viewed from above the north pole.
* tracks are illustrated in Heppner et al. (1971)
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